ABSTRACT. Using the technique of canonical expansion in probability theory, a bilinear summation formula is derived for the special case of the MeixnerPollaczek polynomials {%(k) (x)} which are defined by the generating function n Z %(k)(x)zn/n (I + z)(x-k)/(l z) (x+k) JzJ < I. n n=0
INTRODUCTION
Let U be a Cauchy random variable with the probability density function () This is the hyperbolic secant distribution considered by Baten [2] , and is a special case of the generalizdd hyperbolic secant distribution treated by
Harkness and Harkness I0].
Let X and X 2 be two random variables having additive random elements in comnon [6] , i.e. 
P l(X) sech x, the polynomials I n(k) (x)} with generating function
are the orthogonal polynomials in the interval (-, ) and satisfy the or thogonality condition
where i /Z and denotes the Kronecker delta. m,n
The explicit form of the orthogonal polynomial is given by Carlitz [4] as n 2rI(x k))in
The last result follows easily from the following well-known generating function for the Gaussian hypergeometric function 2Fl [7, p. 
where a > 0, 0 < < and < x < (R).
These polynomials are orthogonal with respect to the weight function 2a-
The orthogonality relation is given by
It is clear when comparing (7) with (8) or (5) with (9) that 
3.
A GENERALIZATION
Consider the following more general scheme of additive random variables as in [9] . 
